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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This variable describes how a war is framed in 
a news article. It suggests what interpretation or 
perspective on a war is promoted through a news 
item (Dimitrova & Strömbäck, 2008; Entman, 
1993). In general, there are two approaches to 
framing: Deductive frame analyses measure the 
presence of frames that were derived from prior 
research or small pilot studies, whereas inductive 
frame analyses derive the frames from the actual 
material itself. As such, the frames measured in 
inductive analyses tend to be case-specific and 
can rarely be used for other conflict cases and 
material (cf. Matthes & Kohring, 2008). In deduc-
tive frame analyses, however, a set re-occurring 
frames has been identified and operationalized. 
They have been measured in the coverage of a 
variety of wars and in news items that were pu-
blished in different media organizations (e.g. 
Carpenter, 2007; Dimitrova & Strömbäck, 2005, 
2008). These frames and their operationalizati-
ons will be described in the following example.

FIELD OF APPLICATION/THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Frame analyses is grounded in the framing ap-
proach that describes a media frame as the re-
sult of a journalistic process of selecting some 
aspects of a given social reality and making them 
more salient in a given text (Entman, 1993). As 
such, framing is often measured to analyze how 
a war is portrayed in the news. In doing so, scho-
lars mainly aim to identify media bias that for 
example can be the result of ethnocentrism, the 

editorial line, political influences or the predo-
minant journalism culture (Baden, 2014; Jung-
blut, 2020; Shoemaker & Reese, 2014). Conse-
quentially, media frames are often regarded as 
the result of a specific working environment and 
are thus often conceptualized as a dependent va-
riable (e.g. Carpenter, 2007; Dimitrova, 2006; Di-
mitrova & Strömbäck, 2005, 2008). Alternatively, 
media frames can be understood as the indepen-
dent variable if a study seeks to unravel whether 
the media holds an impact on the public opinion 
on a given war (e.g. Edy & Meirick, 2007). 

REFERENCES/COMBINATION WITH OTHER  
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Frames that have repeatedly been identified in 
content analytical research have also been used 
in experimental research designs to unravel 
if the media portrayal of a war shapes how the 
audience thinks about this particular war (e.g. 
Iyengar & Simon, 1993). Similarly, scholars have 
also combined content analyses with multiple 
waves of surveys to analyze whether the media, 
for example, influences the public support for 
conflict interventions (e.g. Edy & Meirick, 2007).

Deductive conflict frame 
(War Coverage)
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SAMPLE OPERATIONALIZATION
Please indicate which of these frames is present 
in the text. In each article, multiple frames can 

be present at the same time (Dimitrova & Ström-
bäck, 2005). See Table 1.

Frame Description Measurement

Military Conflict Frame There is an emphasis on the military 
conflict/action among individuals, 
groups, or institutions

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Human Interest Frame There is an emphasis on the human 
participants in the event

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Violence of War Frame There is an emphasis on injuries/cau-
salities and the destruction or after-
math caused by war

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Anti-War Protest Frame There is an emphasis on the opposi-
tion to war

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Media Self-Reference Frame There is an emphasis on the news me-
dia and their reporting of war

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Responsibility Frame There is an emphasis on the par-ty/
person responsible for the event, 
issue, or problem

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Diagnostic Frame There is an emphasis on what caused 
the event or problem

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

Prognostic Frame There is an emphasis on the possible 
consequences of the event

0 = frame is absent
1 = frame is present

INFORMATION ON CARPENTER, 2007
Author: Serena Carpenter
Research question/research interest: Portrayal of 
the Iraq War in Elite and Non-Elite newspapers
Object of analysis: Two elite newspapers (New 
York Times & Washington Post) and four non-
elite newspapers (San Antonio Express News, 
Roanoke Times, News Tribune and Columbus 
Dispatch)

Timeframe of analysis: The study analyzes the 
framing in three phases: Invasion Phase (March 
20, 2003, to May 1, 2003), final two months of the 
presidential campaign (September 1, 2004, to 
November 2,2004) & period from the first Iraqi 
election to the Iraqi National Assembly‘s vote to 
approve a cabinet (January 30, 2005, to April 28, 
2005) 

Table 1.
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INFORMATION ON DIMITROVA & STRÖMBÄCK, 2005
Author: Daniela V. Dimitrova, Jesper Strömbäck
Research question/research interest: Framing of 
the Iraq War in the Elite Newspapers in Sweden 
and the United States
Object of analysis: Dagens Nyheter (Sweden) and 
The New York Times (United States)
Timeframe of analysis: The study analyzes the 
framing during the invasion of Iraq (March 20, 
2003, to May 1, 2003)

INFO ABOUT VARIABLE
Variable name/definition: Deductive conflict 
frame
Level of analysis: Article 
Values: 0 = absent, 1= present (for each of the de-
scribed frames)
Scale: binary (nominal)
Reliability: Scott’s pi > 0.86
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